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ABSTRACT

We address the task of unconditional head motion gener-
ation to animate still human faces in a low-dimensional
semantic space. Deviating from talking head generation
conditioned on audio that seldom puts emphasis on real-
istic head motions, we devise a GAN-based architecture
that allows obtaining rich head motion sequences while
avoiding known caveats associated with GANs. Namely,
the autoregressive generation of incremental outputs en-
sures smooth trajectories, while a multi-scale discrimina-
tor on input pairs drives generation toward better handling
of high and low frequency signals and less mode collapse.
We demonstrate experimentally the relevance of the pro-
posed architecture and compare with models that showed
state-of-the-art performances on similar tasks.

Keywords GAN, Head motion, Face landmarks

1 Introduction

Talking head generation refers to the task of animating
a human face generally using a single reference image,
an audio clip, and possible additional conditioning signals
such as emotional state or exemplar pose dynamics [1, 2].
Differently from face reenactment where a driving video
clip is provided, here head pose, facial animation and lip
synchronization need to be inferred from other modali-
ties. To tackle the difficulty of handling both facial dy-
namics and photorealism directly in image space, a pre-
dominant line of research generates dynamics in a lower
dimensional space [3]. Those representations comprise
supervised facial landmarks [4], 3D mesh [5] or unsuper-
vised keypoints [6], and in the present work we refer gen-
erally to them as the semantic space. Although several
works achieved compelling results in lip-syncing and re-
alistic rendering, generating natural head motions has, un-
til recently, consistently received less attention. We shift
focus and propose to tackle the task of unconditional head
motion sequence generation (i.e. head pose and facial ex-
pression) given only a reference pose. This task is rel-

evant in applications where no audio signal is available,
e.g. when animating background characters in a scene or
a video game. In addition, it is reasonable to assume that
a proficient unconditional head motion generator would
constitute a solid baseline for modeling realistic head mo-
tion in a standard talking head generation setting. Similar
to [7, 5], we address face generation in a semantic space,
in our case 2D facial landmarks.

Head motion generation is a continuous sequence pre-
diction problem. For this task, it is a viable choice to
produce first order derivatives, or instantaneous veloci-
ties [8], allowing for simpler model architectures [9]. This
strategy benefits from autoregressive generation, which
provides an inductive bias for modeling cumulative sum
operations [10]. However, autoregressive models trained
with a mean squared error loss tend to predict mean val-
ues as time stretches [9], advocating for the use of other
loss functions. We hereby introduce an adversarial loss
to tackle the unconditional head motion generation prob-
lem. Head motion dynamics are structured data composed
of temporal patterns that evolve over varied timescales.
Previous works have addressed structured data generation
with the help of discriminator networks operating on re-
ceptive fields of different sizes [11, 12] or on local win-
dows, enabling a better representation of high frequency
components [13]. We build on this knowledge and use a
multi-scale, window-based discriminator, but noticeably
implement it in a single network, allowing to flexibly in-
corporate any new resolution. Last, to mitigate mode col-
lapse we follow [14] and provide input pairs to the dis-
criminator network, but also produce samples together in
the generator. While this does not change the optimization
objective, it brings a significant performance boost for a
limited additional overhead. The proposed GAN model,
labelled SUHMo (for Semantic Unconditional Head Mo-
tion), allows for long-term head motion synthesis, and
experiments confirm its proficiency against a diversity of
models and baselines.1

1Source code and results can be found at:
https://github.com/LouisBearing/UnconditionalHeadMotion.

https://github.com/LouisBearing/UnconditionalHeadMotion
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2 Related work

Talking head generation aims at syncing driving au-
dio with head motions, and has seen tremendous recent
progress [4, 6]. Although early identified as a key compo-
nent for faithful face animation [7], the prediction of head
pose and facial expression beyond lip region has been no-
ticeably less investigated, in favor of the use of a driving
head motion sequence [2]. As it is a one-to-many map-
ping, learning to generate head motion from audio is chal-
lenging, and the usual mean squared error loss typically
produces static average poses. Successful attempts at han-
dling head poses include [15, 1, 4], although the range of
achieved motions remains limited. Recently, [6] presented
natural-looking results with head pose and face expression
produced in a sparse keypoints manifold by two separately
trained modules. Compared to these works, our model
generates all semantic data in a single module, learning
possible correlations between pose and expression.

Deep continuous autoregressive models are ubiquitous
in sequence modeling, as they enable strong temporal con-
sistency thanks to the explicit relation between consecu-
tive outputs. In the context of deep continuous sequence
prediction, autoregressive models proved powerful in as
diverse domains as waveform synthesis [12], human tra-
jectory prediction in a crowd [8], or human motion pre-
diction [9]. Surprisingly, the talking face generation liter-
ature is much sparser on this subject, [5] presenting one
of the few autoregressive talking head generation archi-
tectures.

Uncovering multiple patterns with GANs was first ad-
dressed by [13] that introduced a discriminator network
taking generated image patches as input to enhance high
spatial frequency components. In [11], an output image
pyramid is processed by several discriminators that op-
erate on decreased resolutions and larger receptive fields,
driving the generator network to produce realistic patterns
at different scales. The multi-scale discriminator has then
been extended to sequence generation tasks [16, 12]. An
interesting aspect of the latter discriminator architectures
is that they combine multi-scale with window-based eval-
uations in a 1D equivalent of [13], and benefit from the
side advantages it offers, such as lighter architecture and
faster inference.

Mode collapse reduction methods in GANs have com-
prised efforts towards better optimization procedures [17],
generation space regularization [18], or forcing the net-
work to account for the noise vector [19], among a rich
body of literature. [14] proposed an intuitive way of driv-
ing the generator to produce diverse outputs by feeding
the discriminator with several input samples. We extend
this framework by generating these inputs together, which
provided better results while leaving the optimization ob-
jective unchanged.

3 Autoregressive unconditional head
motion generation

In this section, we formally define the task we address
and the key components of our learning framework. We
work with 2D facial landmarks since this low-dimensional
representation allows for fast training and inference and
can be mapped back to the image domain [20]. Given
a set of points x0 representing a face in an initial pose,
we seek to generate a sequence x1:T = (x1, . . . ,xT ) of
arbitrary length T such that the probability distributions of
the generated and the ground truth data, pG and pD, match:

pG(x0:T ) = pD(x0:T ), ∀x0:T . (1)

We achieve this through autoregressive generation of in-
stantaneous velocities. Formally, the proposed generator
G outputs one frame at a time based on previous frames:

xt = G(x0:t−1) = xt−1 + Ĝ(x0:t−1). (2)

3.1 Unified multi-scale discriminator

We use a multi-scale, window-based discriminator to train
the model to generate temporal patterns unfolding over
different timescales. Similarly to [21], we rely on a sin-
gle network, considerably simplifying the discriminator
architecture, yet we extend their work with a principled
approach independent from the exact form of the network.
Concretely, the full discriminator DS on sequences is de-
fined as an expectation over multi-scale assessments of a
network DM on temporal slices:

DS(x0:T ) = Eτ,t[DM(xt:t+τ )], (3)

where τ and t are the duration and starting index of the
slice. In practice both t and τ are sampled from discrete
uniform distributions. The advantage of this framework is
that a single networkDM operates on multiple time scales.

3.2 Joint generation and discrimination

To improve the performances and mitigate the mode col-
lapse problem, we consider both the generation and dis-
crimination of joint sample distributions. Let the objec-
tive, with generic data points x and y, write (superscript J
for joint distributions):

Ex,y∼pJ
D
[logD(x,y)] +Ex,y∼pJ

G
[log(1−D(x,y))] (4)

This has to be minimised (resp. maximised) w.r.t. the pa-
rameters of the generator G (resp. the discriminator D).
In the case of an i.i.d. data distribution and enough net-
works capacity, the joint generated distribution converges
to the product of the marginal data distributions [22]:

pJ
G(x,y) = pJ

D(x,y) = pD(x)pD(y). (5)

If G produces samples independently, then pJ
G readily fac-

torizes. This is the setting of [14], which proved useful to
reduce mode collapse. However if x and y are produced
together, then G simply learns to factorize. Both cases
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Figure 1: The two architecture variants of the proposed SUHMo model. We use layer normalization in the Transformer
and in the feed forward layer of the LSTM generator, but we omit it for the sake of clarity. See the text for a more
detailed description.

lead to the equality of marginal distributions pG = pD,
hence the optimization objective of [22] is unaffected. We
argue that in the real case scenario of limited network ca-
pacity, if the generation is prone to mode collapse then
the overall optimization can benefit from this joint gener-
ation process. In such cases, it is an easy task for D to
identify generated pairs by comparing the two samples,
hence driving G to leverage its two inputs to increase the
generation diversity.

3.3 Architecture

Training loss. The overall discriminator consists of three
networks. In addition to a joint multi-scale discrimina-
tor DJ

S on sequence pairs, we add a marginal multi-scale
discriminatorDS on single sequences to explicitly enforce
the convergence of the marginal distributions, and a frame
discriminator DF on each frame of ground truth and gen-
erated samples. The loss function corresponds to the sum
of the three associated losses, plus a supervised mean
squared error term that we scale such that the adversar-
ial losses remain dominant.

Implementation. We implement two variants of our
model, based on LSTM and Transformers [23]. An
overview of both architectures can be found in Figure 1.
To account for pairs of inputs, we define a batch-pool op-
erator that acts as a max pooling layer of kernel size 2
along the batch dimension; with the difference that the re-
sult can be repeated for the two samples to preserve the
input batch size.

In the LSTM-based generator, the hidden state ht goes
through a batch-pool layer, yielding a pooled vector pt
that is concatenated with the next input to the LSTM. A
multi-layer perceptron is used on ht to output the land-
mark positions. The joint discriminator DJ

S is composed
of a LSTM, a batch-pool layer and a feed forward net-
work; the marginal discriminatorDS is similar but without
the batch-pool layer.

In the Transformer generator, pair mixing is done in a
multi-head attention layer that takes input pairs stacked
in the batch dimension as queries, and the same pairs in
reversed order as keys and values. This way, each sample
in a pair can attend to the history of the other sample. We
label this layer batch-cross attention. We do not use po-
sitional encoding as no performance drop was observed,
while this allows the generation of longer test sequences.
As for the discriminator networks, a batch-pool layer re-
places the batch-cross attention in DJ

S as it only needs to
provide a single score per pair. A learnable class token,
prepended to the input sequence, is processed through a
last feed forward network to give the final score [24].

Model inputs. It is possible to concatenate velocities or
instantaneous accelerations to landmark positions as input
to the generator or the discriminators. This might for in-
stance help penalize static sequences produced by G. In
practice, we use positions and velocities as inputs to the
generator and all three quantities in the discriminator net-
works. At test time, since the model expects pairs of sam-
ples but only one reference frame is given, we augment
the input, e.g. with random flip, rescaling or translation,
and concatenate it to the reference pose. This also gives a
practical way of injecting stochasticity into the generation
process.

4 Experiments

Datasets. We conduct experiments on two video datasets
with upper-body frontal views of different speakers.
CONFER [25] contains 72 video clips of TV debates be-
tween two persons, each about 1 minute long. We pre-
processed the data preserving head translations and se-
lected 5 clips as test data featuring persons unseen at train-
ing. Second, we extracted and averaged over random sub-
sets from VoxCeleb2 [26], leaving 674 video clips as test
set. Models were trained to predict sequences of 40 time
steps, given 1 to 5 initial frames.

3
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Table 1: Model comparison on the head motion generation task. Sequences of 40 and 80 time steps are generated from
a single input frame (subscripts indicate length). In both cases, metrics are computed over the 40 last predicted time
steps.

CONFER VoxCeleb2

Model FVD40 FID40 t-FID40 FVD80 FID80 t-FID80 FVD40 FID40 t-FID40 FVD80 FID80 t-FID80

HiT-DVAE 368±19 6±0.4 130±7 764±35 50±2 157±12 686±37 1±0.1 167±4 644±27 2±0.1 164±6

ACTOR 480±12 8±0.3 147±3 667±20 9±0.8 163±5 357±55 4±0.5 78±9 431±26 5±2 145±21

∆-based 318±115 21±3 67±10 357±104 24±3 77±18 386±32 48±6 89±4 518±48 60±30 112±31

L2-only 480±42 10±3 133±2 777±54 21±3 159±6 530±20 2±0.2 158±6 684±23 8±0.8 172±9

SUHMo - RNN 162±31 3±0.2 61±8 147±45 8±2 48±11 76±8 3±0.7 21±3 135±33 9±5 31±7

SUHMo - Transformer 175±46 4±0.7 67±12 169±33 7±1 52±4 134±33 3±0.8 42±10 141±31 9±3 55±16

Metrics. Landmark positions are rasterized into image se-
quences, on which we measure Fréchet video (FVD) [27]
and inception distances (FID) [28]. While FID gives a
score of static face realism, FVD measures the smooth-
ness of the dynamics. We also introduce a second dynam-
ical metric based on a FID measure on sequences where
we squeeze the time dimension. To do so, we compute an
exponential moving average centered on the last frame,
thus enforcing a visual correlation between pixel intensity
and time step index. The resulting score, denoted t-FID
(t standing for time), proved relevant to discriminate se-
quences with little movement.

Models comparison. The performances of SUHMo
were compared with two state-of-the-art architectures
for human pose prediction, HiT-DVAE ([29]) and AC-
TOR ([30]). A minimal amount of changes was re-
quired to adapt these models to our setting. In particu-
lar, action conditioning was replaced by the observed ini-
tial frame(s). In addition, we implemented two baselines
taken from the talking head generation literature. The
∆-based model, similarly to [4], produces displacements
from a fixed set of reference points, in this case the ini-
tial landmark positions. L2-only follows a common trend
in head motion prediction and relies on a single mean
squared error loss. We evaluate the above models and
our two architecture variants on both CONFER and Vox-
Celeb2, on sequences of duration 40 and 80 frames. Re-
sults are reported in table 1. SUHMo consistently outper-
forms all other architectures in terms of dynamics qual-
ity. HiT-DVAE and ACTOR attain lower FID values on
VoxCeleb2, suggesting slightly sharper faces, but this is
at the cost of producing quasi-static sequences, hence the
poor FVD and t-FID scores. The same is true for mod-
els trained with a L2 reconstruction loss, advocating for
the use of an adversarial loss to ensure realistic dynamics.
The ∆-based variant produces dynamics of uneven qual-
ity, as per the high standard deviations, and the realism of
produced faces falls significantly behind, as suggests the
higher FID values.

Multi-scale discriminator ablation. To measure the
ability of SUHMo to produce realistic patterns over di-
verse time scales we compute the FVD on 10, 20, and 40-
frames chunks and compare with a single-scale discrimi-
nator on full sequences, see table 2. Models were trained
to generate 40-frames sequences and perform more or less

Table 2: FVD scores over different sub-sequences lengths,
with and without multi-scale window-based D (CON-
FER).

Chunk length (frames) 10 20 40

Full (RNN) 28±8 35±4 162±31

w/o window-based D 35±8 42±8 157±21

Full (Transformer) 34±9 40±12 175±46

w/o window-based D 57±6 60±12 236±58

Table 3: Two-samples strategy ablation results on CON-
FER.

Sampling
RNN Transformer

FVD40 FID40 t-FID40 FVD40 FID40 t-FID40

Full model 162±31 3±0.2 61±8 175±46 4±0.7 67±12

1 sample D 226±76 3±1 71±16 162±36 7±1 65±11

1 sample G 222±23 5±0.7 58±7 237±58 8±2 74±10

on par on this duration. The benefit of the window-based
multi-scale approach however clearly appears on shorter
timescales, indicating finer modeling of high frequency
patterns.

Double samples strategy ablation. We tried removing
the pair mixing in the generator and the discriminator at
turns (table 3). Although the one-sample discriminator
matches the full model dynamics scores for the Trans-
former, enabling pair mixing in both networks achieves
overall significantly better performances, supporting the
proposed approach.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we presented SUHMo, an architecture for
semantic unconditional head motion generation, able to
animate facial landmarks over long sequences given a sin-
gle initial frame. The proposed framework can be imple-
mented in different ways, and outperforms state-of-the-
art pose generation methods and head motion prediction
baselines regarding the quality of produced motions. In
a future work we plan to evaluate the relevance of this
framework in a regular setting of audio-conditioned talk-
ing head generation.
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